sclerosed, healthy and comparatively healthy brain-matter does not suffer so much from prolonged immersion; but, as has been already said, it is preferable to cut all specimens as soon as they are hard enough to stand the knife.
In using the knife a manifest difference is experienced in the feel of a healthy and an unhealthy brain; in the former the section glides pleasantly over the surface of the blade, and can be made of almost any size within that of the calibre of the section machine, whilst, in the latter, friability prevents the obtaining of more than limited specimens for the microscope, and even these have, in extreme cases, a tendency to curl up and become fissured.
The process of staining with carmine also indicates changes of structure. It may be taken for granted that a section which refuses to take on the stain of carmine acts so in consequence of its structure being composed mainly of morbid plasma. There is only one morbid product which is readily amenable to carmine, viz. amyloid bodies. and the fact that these rounded bodies resembled the -so-called amyloid bodies, favoured this notion; but when the action of the acid was carefully watched, these rounded bodies could be seen forming by the coalescence of minute transparent drops, apparently the molecular matter rendered fluid by the acid. After the acid had acted for five minutes or so, bubbles of peroxide of nitrogen began to be freely evolved from all parts of the nerve-tissue, and from the molecular matter of the spots as well. The successive shocks consequent on the evolution of the bubbles of gas especially brought about the coalescence of the drops inside the spot. When the covering-glass was gently pressed upon, these globular bodies formed by the acid were seen to elongate, and from spots cut through at the edge of the section they could easily be squeezed out into the surrounding fluid, where they re-formed somewhat globular bodies. Many of them preserved their elongated form after the removal of the pressure; this showed that the matter of which they were composed was viscous. By repeated pressure on the coveringglass and prolonged action of the acid, the viscous matter could be entirely removed from the spots, and nothing but the delicate fibrous stroma left behind. It was a network of very delicate connective tissue?the neuroglia, in fact, from which, however, the nuclei and nerve-tubes had disappeared. The disappearance of the nuclei and nerve-tubes could not have been due to the acid, for this did not cause them to disappear from the healthy tissue, the molecular material must therefore have replaced these two elements. Around the spots so emptied of their molecular contents, the abrupt terminations of nerve-tubes could be distinctly seen, showing that a destruction of nerve element had taken place.
" The molecular material, however, did not seem to be of a composition altogether differing from that of the nerve element, for though, unlike the latter, it was not rendered transparent by turpentine, nitric acid caused the appearance, from the nerve element, of viscous matter closely resembling, if not really identical with, that formed from the molecular material. This was particularly well seen in the gray matter of the cerebellum; under the action of the acid, colourless bodies could be seen to form, which closely resembled the so-called amyloid bodies; when pressure was exerted upon them., they were seen to conduct themselves exactly like the viscous globules formed from the molecular material of the spots.
" When dilute nitric acid (one part of acid to two parts of water) was used, the disappearance of the molecular matter was more rapid. The brains of birds were injured by being stirred up or incised with tenotomy knives, and time allowed for the process of healing. At various periods after the infliction of the injury the birds were killed and sections of the wounded cerebra prepared by the chromic acid process. In every case in which the injury was of ten days' standing colloid bodies were found, and they increased in number up to the seventeenth day; they were seen in the neighbourhood of the cicatrix in clusters, their size being much smaller than in the human subject, never exceeding the l-6000th of an inch in diameter, but otherwise they presented identical characteristics.
Further remarks on this line of experimentation are reserved until the series of observations is more thoroughly worked out.
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